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Since 1993, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Community Health Leaders has honored

up to 10 outstanding and otherwise unrecognized individuals who have overcome daunting

odds to improve health and health care. With courage, creativity, and commitment, they pur-

sue strategies that improve the health and quality of life for men, women, and children in

communities across the United States, especially to underserved populations. The program

aims to elevate the work of these unsung leaders through heightened recognition, technical

assistance and new leadership opportunities.

In November 2011, I nominated Cristina Perez, Community Outreach Director for

WOAR, to be considered by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation as a Community Health

Leader. After reviewing nominations that represented the best of America, I am thrilled to

announce that the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation has chosen Cristina as a recipient of its

2012 Community Health Leaders Award. This is a tremendous honor for Cristina and a

tribute to her commitment to WOAR and victims of sexual violence.

Photograph: Cristina winning the Robert Wood Johnson Community Health Leader Award. From left to right, Frank

Perras (WOAR Board Vice-President), Cristina Perez, and Maria Pajil Battle (WOAR Board President).

Continued on Page 2
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Partnerships

Wordsworth Behavioral Health Partnership

By D’Angelo Lewis-Harris, Community Education Specialist

The mission of Wordsworth Behavioral Health is to provide educational, behavioral health and child welfare services to

youth who may be experiencing difficulties caused by academic or behavioral challenges. Since 1954 Wordsworth’s umbrella of

services that include residential placement, behavioral health, child welfare and prevention trainings have helped strengthen

individuals, families and the community.

The Wordsworth ASSURE (After School Services Utilizing Recreation and Education) is also a community based program

that provides after school services and Summer Camp for inner city students in the city of Philadelphia. They have three Program

locations serving the North Philadelphia area, one serving West Philadelphia, and one in South Philadelphia. The ASSURE Programs

have helped thousands of students excel in their studies as well as provide them with daily enrichment activities with emphasis on

literacy, resiliency, sports, and culinary arts. The ASSURE program serves students from kindergarten to seventh grade and has

become an after school safe haven where they can utilize their time productively versus finding time for trouble.

While the ASSURE Summer Camp was designed for fun summer activities, they were also able to incorporate an educational

component, which has always been the camp’s main objective. WOAR was fortunate to secure two days a week for eight weeks

to provide workshops and programming focusing on resiliency.

Resiliency is most commonly referred to as the ability to deflect negative obstacles and to recover or adapt. Students

explored topics such as self-esteem, healthy decision making, hygiene, nutrition and exercise, respect, and harassment. Because it

was two days a week for 8 week, it allowed time not only to establish rapport with these students, but also for observation of pos-

itive outcomes and changes of behavior.

Robert Wood Johnson Community Health Leader Award
By Maria Pajil Battle, President, WOAR Board of Directors

In 2003, Cristina noticed an increase in the number of Latino immigrant men, women and children in need of comprehensive

support services because they had been victims of sexual and domestic violence. Immersed into their plight, she singlehandedly

began outreach in the local communities. Her goal was to help Latino victims of sexual violence gain self-esteem and build a new

life. Cristina has organized multiple coalitions for the Latino community, has gone door-to-door to educate the community, and

has helped victims gain the confidence to come to WOAR for help. In the past six years, she has personally provided

comprehensive support services to more than 3,500 men, women and child survivors of sexual violence, has educated over 33,000

individuals on the prevention and advocacy of sexual violence; and has recruited, trained, and managed over 300 Spanish-speaking

community and medical professionals. Mexican and local law enforcement and criminal justice professionals seek Cristina’s

expertise to bring about change within these systems.

Cristina’s goal is to expand her services to helping Latino, Asian, LGBTQ, elderly and other communities in need. In 2012 -

2013 Cristina is challenged with opening La Casa De Los Soles in South Philadelphia to bring WOAR services closer to the local

South Philadelphia community.

Cristina’s passion and dedication to helping and educating others are a testament to her spirit of caring and an inspiration to

me and other community leaders in Philadelphia. Congratulations Cristina!

Continued from Front Page
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Partnerships
WOAR: An Official Women’s Way Action Partner

By Joyce Rasing, WOAR Volunteer

Photograph: Action Partner Breakfast. From left to right: Rita Buckley-Connelly

(Executive Director of Domestic Abuse Project of Delaware County), Carol Tracy

(Executive Director of Women’s Law Project), Amanda Aronoff (Executive

Director of Women’s Way), Jill Maier (Director of Counseling Services, WOAR),

Lucy Beard (Executive Director of Alice Paul Inst.), Janet Filante (Executive

Director of Childspace Cooperative Development, Inc.), Elayne Howard (Board

Chair of Women’s Way), and Lynne Cutler (Executive Director of Women’s

Opportunities Resource Center.)

On July 31, 2012, Women’s Way officially

announced that WOAR has been selected as one of six

organizations to be part of their inaugural Action

Partners initiative. Women’s Way is a Philadelphia-based

organization focused on identifying the needs of women

and girls, sharing knowledge, building awareness and

female empowerment to challenge social inequalities.

Women’s Way Action Partners is a new funding source

which provides critical general operating support to

dynamic, high-performing, women-led organizations that

are working on issues of relevance and importance to

women and girls in the Greater Philadelphia region. It is

expected that the Action Partners will work together in

advancing their shared issues and goals for increasing

opportunities for women and girls is our region as well

as help Women’s Way advocate on behalf of women,

girls, and families more substantively and effectively. A

three-year funding commitment means that Women’s

Way and its Action Partners can learn from each other,

develop best practices through shared knowledge and

learning, and open doors for long-term collaborations

and deeper relationships. The following is a list of the six inaugural Women’s Way Action Partners:

Alice Paul Institute: A center for young women’s leadership development based in MT. Laurel, NJ.

Childspace Cooperative Development Inc.: An advocacy organization based in the Germantown section of Philadelphia

focused on issues of economic self-sufficiency for childcare workers, providers, and low-income families in the Philadelphia

region.

Domestic Abuse Project of Delaware County: A comprehensive agency addressing domestic violence prevention and

helping victims of domestic violence throughout Delaware County.

Women’s Law Project: A statewide Philadelphia-based organization focused on high-impact litigation, advocacy, and education

dedicated to creating a more just and equitable society by advancing the rights and status of all women throughout their lives.

Women’s Opportunities Resource Center: Located in Center City Philadelphia, promotes social and economic

self-sufficiency primarily for economically disadvantaged women and their families through varied programming in the Philadelphia

region.

Women Organized Against Rape: A direct service and advocacy organization based in Center City Philadelphia focused on

eliminating all forms of sexual violence in Philadelphia.
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Being the victim of a crime and going through the court system was
extremely difficult. I spent a lot of time with my counselor on how to deal with
testifying--how I would handle my nerves and stress and how I would control
my emotions. I learned about how the court process was “supposed” to happen.
I am so grateful for everything I did with my counselor to prepare me;
however, I do not know how I could have survived the process without a court
advocate.

I expected the road through the criminal justice system to be straight
from beginning to end but what really happened was a journey down a road
filled with curves and turns. The first few bends in the road were during my
preliminary hearing. The preliminary hearing was postponed not once, not
twice, but three times before I actually had the chance to testify. I practiced
how to keep myself calm during a testimony with my counselor at WOAR, but
what I did not prepare for was the unexpected—the defense attorney’s delays
and games.

I met Desiree, WOAR’s court advocate, at my preliminary hearing.
She was excellent to my family and me and she helped keep our nerves down
and our mind off the waiting. She explained the process and gave answers to
the questions we had, such as why certain counts were dropped and why
others were added after the preliminary hearing occurred. The biggest thing I
remembered about my preliminary hearing was when we were getting ready to
leave the courthouse and we noticed the defendant and his family standing on
the steps right by the door. In order to leave, I would have had to walk through
them, but I didn’t think that I had the strength to do so after testifying. Desiree
talked to security for us and escorted us through a back door.

The next few curves in the road involved the trial. What I had learned
about trials through various movies and television shows like Law & Order was
that it was incomparable to my court reality. I didn’t realize that until trial that
dealt with my own sexual assault that the only time I was actually allowed in the
court room was to testify and to hear closing arguments. The rest of the time I
sat in a small room off to the side of the court room waiting, wondering and
driving myself crazy. Desiree constantly checked in on me to see if I had any
questions, to keep me company or just to keep my mind off things. Desiree
also spent time with my family answering the questions they had about the
things occurring in the court room.

After my testimony I was a wreck, I sat overanalyzing everything that I
had said...Should I have said more? Should I have said less? Desiree sat with
me and reassured me that I did fine and calmed me down once again. During
the trial, I came to find that listening to closing statements was worse than
testifying because I sat and listened to a man who had never met me, insinuate
that I was a liar and attack my character, which actually made me sick to my
stomach. During jury deliberation, I obsessed over the fact that the ADA
proposed offering a plea to the defendant earlier, and my family and I rejected
the idea, and I was wondering to myself if I had accepted it.

The final bend in my journey through the court system was the
verdict. Despite my testimony and the testimonies of others, the jury found the

Curves in My Journey: A Court Advocacy Story
By: Erin Ashley Smith, Survivor

Continued on Page 5
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man who assaulted me not guilty. It was the one thing that in my mind I had never prepared for. I went completely numb. I could-

n’t process the situation. I could not even remember what went on after the verdict was read, but I remember that Desiree sat

with me and my family for time that seemed like forever once it was over.

I wish more than anything that the outcome of my trial would have been different, but I don’t know if I would have

changed anything about my experience. Going through the process has changed me and made me a stronger person. Looking back,

I honestly can say I do not know what I would have done if WOAR did not have court advocates. I do not know if I could have

been able to make it through the court process mentally, if I had to do it alone. WOAR’s court advocate program was the

navigator that led the way down all the twists and turns of the court process and directed me back to my life path.

Curves in My Journey: A Court Advocacy Story
By: Erin Ashley Smith, Survivor

Healing from Sexual and Domestic Abuse at WOAR
By: Melissa Still, Survivor

WOAR is the place where I learned my self-worth, how to laugh and how to

love, but most importantly it’s the place where I learned that I am stronger than the

trauma I escaped.

As a survivor of both sexual and domestic abuse, my life had taken on a shallow

existence. I felt as if I was always far behind and never able to catch up on how

quickly life was moving. After years of suffering beginning when I was a teenager, I was

unable to function in society. I lost jobs, dropped out of school, stopped attending

church and had lost control of my own life. I didn’t care about myself anymore—I was

so battered and bruised, physically and mentally that I couldn’t recognize myself in the

mirror and eventually I just stopped looking at myself. The abuse had ravaged my

heart and mind like a rampant disease with absolutely no cure.

However, I was able to attend counseling at WOAR for a few years. I even

attended with my domestic partner who was abusing me—I never mentioned the

abuse, but only the abuse that occurred when I was a teenager. When I was out of

my abusive relationship and in a healthy one, I still struggled with the effects of the

abuse. During this time, I gave birth to my saving grace, Noah. I say this

because once I was aware that I was pregnant, I knew I wanted my child to be raised

in a church, so I returned. Returning to church encouraged me to return to therapy

at WOAR, and I hadn’t been to therapy in a few years. WOAR welcomed me in as if I

had never left and continued to support me and my need to heal.

My therapist at WOAR gave me the support, patience, attention,

understanding, and care that I otherwise wouldn’t have received. She was ready and

open-minded and did not give up on me, even when I thought that I would give up on

myself. WOAR helped me rediscover my inner self. I discovered who I really am; my

likes, dislikes, hopes, fears, dreams. WOAR taught me the that I am not a victim. In

those moments of abuse my mind was distorted as a victim, but I am now a survivor.

“My mission is for victims to realize that they

are survivors, for survivors to realize that

they are fighters, for the fighters to realize

that they are strong, and for the strong to

realize that they carry the weight of the

victims who still haven’t realized

they survived.”

— Melissa Still

Continued From Page 4
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WHEP ELECTIVE: Women’s Health in the Community

For my Women’s Health in the Community elective, I reached out to the organization Women Organized Against Rape

(WOAR). WOAR provides counseling services, advocacy for victims of sexual violence, and educational programs to stop sexual

and domestic violence and bullying. As a future gynecologist, I am aware of the dangers of intimate partner violence and sexual

assault, and I wanted to better educate myself on the topic.

Once I got in touch with Teresa White-Walston, Director of Educational Services, we discussed WOAR’s educational

programs and how I could contribute. Teresa works closely with local schools, teaching teens about bullying, self-esteem and char-

acter building. She saw the need for sexual health education for her students, as many of them become involved in sexual activity

before they are ready and, often, are misinformed by their peers on the topic.

I developed a lecture geared toward middle school girls where I covered basic female reproductive anatomy, facts about teen

sexual activity, sexually transmitted illnesses (STI) risks and the realities of teen pregnancy. Researching, alone, for this presentation

was an eye-opening experience! Here are some interesting facts that stood out to me (AND my students):

43% of teen girls and 42% of teen boys have had sexual intercourse, but only 33% are currently sexually active*

15-24 year olds account for 25% of the sexually active population in US, but are nearly 50% of all new STI’s diagnosed annually*

In 2009, more than 400,000 girls aged 15-19 years old gave birth*

50% of teen moms have a high school diploma by age 22, compared to 90% of teenage girls who don’t give birth*

As I gave my lecture to classrooms of curious 6th-8th graders, I could see that many of the things I taught were completely

new to them. First of all, most of the girls had no idea what body parts they had or what their proper names were.

Jennifer Lee

Working with WOAR to Educate Teens on Safety in Sexual Health

By: Jennifer Lee. Previous WOAR Volunteer for WOAR’s Education Program

Continued on Page 7(All starred statistics from CDC Youth Risk Behavior Survey.)
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Secondly, my students were surprised to see that only 33% of teens are sexually active. Based on the media and schoolyard gossip,

they thought the number was closer to 80-90%! The information I gave the students about STI’s seemed to hit the kids from left

field. They have heard of them but they didn’t know about all of the other STI’s or how many people have them. I shocked many

when I informed them that some sexually-transmitted infections are life-long and could have serious consequences like cancer and

infertility. As for the pregnancy part of the lecture, it seemed like each of the students knew someone who got pregnant and gave

birth before she was ready. I ended each lecture with a discussion on the magnitude of engaging in sexual activity, the importance

of waiting until one is ready, and what a responsible teenager should do when she is.

I hope the information I gave these girls empowered them to stand up against peer pressure and wait until they are truly

ready and fully educated to be sexually active, as there are many consequences to consider and protect against. I hope I prepared

them with a good foundation on reproductive health and safety. In the end, it is each girl’s responsibility to protect herself, and I

hope these girls rise to the challenge to take care of her health and future.

Working with Teresa was terrific. In addition to teaching, she took the time to give me some training for crisis counseling.

We discussed the issues surrounding sexual and domestic violence and how to empower victims. She even took me to the

Philadelphia Sexual Assault Response Center, so that I could see where a rape victim is treated and what she must go through.

Unfortunately, my time with WOAR has come to an end. However, Teresa and the schools I visited would love to have

more Drexel students come through and do similar work to what I had been doing. As medical students, we offer more medical

information than Teresa and her volunteers can give to their students, and there is a great need for strong role models at these

schools. Please consider working with WOAR either through a Women’s Health elective or as a volunteer. You will be able to

reach out to many young girls who need your expertise, and you will probably learn a few things along the way as well. If you are

interested, email WHEP at mnickens@drexelmed.edu.

Sexual violence prevention was the topic of discussion at the Peter Bressi Senior Center located in the Frankford section of

Philadelphia. In an effort to inform seniors about sexual violence prevention for seniors and their loved-ones, WOAR conducted a

safety workshop for the center’s senior friends. The Peter Bressi Senior Center is a vibrant, culturally diverse center which offers

meals, trips and other social activities to keep senior citizens connected and involved.

Education Director Teresa (Teri) White-Walston discussed the need for seniors to take precautions to safeguard

themselves, their homes and personal effects. Seniors were reminded that they should never open their doors to anyone that was

not an expected visitor. They were also reminded that they are able to call utility companies and supermarket home delivery

services to schedule appointments and were asked to ensure that another capable family member was on-hand when repair

services and/or home delivery services were scheduled.

Teri also spoke with the seniors about discussing sexual violence prevention with their children and grandchildren. When

conducting workshops for children and youth, many participants identify their grandparents as “safe adults” with whom they can

talk to when facing problems. Teri asked the seniors to “be bold” and raise awareness about sexual violence prevention with their

families by discussing “safe touch” and “dating safety” with their grandchildren. The seniors were also asked to talk to parents

about being vigilant about friends and acquaintances who can connect with children and youth. Teri also explained WOAR’s

counseling services and explained that it does not matter when a survivor’s victimization occurred and that WOAR provides

free-of-charge counseling services to anyone in need of help.

Reaching Out to Seniors at the Peter Bressi Senior Center

By: Teresa (Teri) White-Walston, Director of Education Services

Working with WOAR to Educate Teens on Safety in Sexual Health

By: Jennifer Lee, Previous WOAR Volunteer for WOAR’s Education Program Continued From Page 6
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Other WOAR News

The social media network, Twitter, has aided organizations in promoting their services, raising awareness while building

networks; a luxury that wasn’t available 40 years ago when WOAR was first founded. Twitter is now one of fastest tools used to

outreach into the community and the world. On April 2, 2012, WOAR launched its first and official Twitter account

@WOARphila.

With only 6 months in the Twitter world, WOAR already has a promising future in social media. In its short time on

Twitter, WOAR was invited to be one of 4 main speakers via a Twitter chat with Joy Keys on April 19th. Via that twitter chat,

WOAR was able reach over 700,000 twitter accounts nationally with the hashtag #smjksexualassault. Via twitter, WOAR’s goal is

to provide a leadership voice on current issues related to sexual violence intervention and prevention shift public thinking about

sexual violence; promote WOAR services; and build a well knit online community. However, sexual violence is not our only focus.

We aim to keep our audience engaged by providing primary prevention information that will furnish healthier decision making. As

a follower you can find tweets on healthy relationships, conflict-resolution, and self-care on our page as well.

WOAR currently has over 100 followers (and counting) with over 100 Retweets and mentions from organizations and

people such as Representative Maria Donatucci, Philadelphia Weekly Newsletter and the Pennsylvania Coalition Against Rape. As

we move forward in providing the best possible service to our community, we aim to continue outreach and become a familiar

name in social media in the issues of sexual violence. In a fast-paced world where time is limited, we want to officially let our

community know that WOAR is now just a “Tweet” away.

WOAR is Now Just a “Tweet” Away

By: Silvie Drouillard, Community Education Specialist

Survivor Artwork

By: Anonymous Survivor
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Other WOAR News
Expert Testimony: An Important Law Finally Passed in Pennsylvania

By: Jill Maier, Director of Counseling Services

Did you know that Pennsylvania was the only state in the nation that did not allow expert testimony in criminal sexual assault

cases? Well finally after years of advocacy the bill was signed by the Governor and the new state law took effect August 28. The

law will allow prosecutors in Pennsylvania courtrooms to call on expert witnesses for factual testimony about the

behaviors of sexual assault victims. An expert can include a psychiatrist, psychologist, counselor, social worker, rape crisis center

advocate or medical doctor who has experience working with victims of sexual assault.

The bill was put before the State House and Senate committee in the last several years by Rep. Cherelle Parker and

co-sponsor Rep. Kate Harper. Many advocates, prosecutors, law enforcement officers, and the Pennsylvania Coalition Against Rape

were involved in this process. I had the great pleasure of being asked by State Representative Cherelle Parker to speak in

support of this bill at two House and Senate Judiciary Committee hearings, in Philadelphia and in Harrisburg. I was proud to be

asked to speak in support of this bill and educate the members of the House on issues of sexual violence.

This law is so important because many people continue to believe in rape myths or have preconceived notions of what a

rape victim should or should not do. Therefore it is vital for jurors to be educated on the realities of sexual violence and the

common reactions to trauma. For example, a common misperception by many jurors is a victim should be crying on the stand;

when in fact someone may present with a variety of emotions during testimony – especially if they have completed counseling

before their trial. Another common myth is that if someone didn’t immediately report to the police their story is not credible.

Remember rape is the most unreported crime with only about 50% of assaults getting reported to authorities. Especially if a victim

knows their perpetrator there are many factors to consider before reporting to the police, which often times results in delayed

reporting. We are hopeful that this new law will help survivors of sexual violence to have a fair day in court.

Philly Weekly’s Survivor Compilation
By: Mylisa Kesselman, Counselor

Philadelphia Weekly is dedicated to combining the effects of

sexual abuse through first-person story telling, bringing to light the

one thing that’s missing from the national conversation on sexual

abuse: the reality of what it’s like to heal from the devastating

effects of the abuse.

In their book, The Survivor’s Project: Telling the Truth About

Life After Sexual Abuse, Nina Hoffmann, Senior Editor of the

Philadelphia Weekly, and her partner Joel Hoffmann, a survivor,

have collected first-person essays from sexual abuse survivors, their

spouses, family members, friends, and advocates.

A book release event will be held at the Free Library of

Philadelphia’s main branch on November 19th at 7:30pm. The

event will be hosted by Nina and Joel Hoffmann, editors of The

Survivor’s Project. Philadelphia Weekly will be donating a portion

of the book’s revenue to WOAR.

Legal Assistance for Victims
By: Grace Donatucci, Director of Development

The Office on Violence Against Women has

approved a grant for funding under the Legal Assistance

for Victims Grant Program as the result of the

collaborative efforts in co-writing the grant by

Philadelphia Legal Assistance, Inc, (PLA), Community

Legal Services (CLS), HIAS Pennsylvania (HIAS PA) and

WOAR.

The purpose of this grant is to provide

comprehensive legal services through direct

representation and advocacy for survivors to enhance

victim safety and autonomy. The project serves

immigrant and U.S. born residents of Philadelphia who

are low-income victims of sexual assault. WOAR will

train project staff on screening for victims of sexual

assault and working with survivors of sexual assault and

will provide referrals and court accompaniment for pro-

ject participants.
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Other WOAR News

WOAR’s 24-hour, 7-days a week crisis hotline is covered by staff, interns, and volunteers who are required to complete a

40-hour certification program in addition to 10 hours of supervised hotline experience. As a board member, I feel fairly

comfortable with finances, board development, strategy, and organization. However, these do not get to the core of what WOAR

does. What I felt was a need for me to learn about our operation at a more detailed level. After speaking with WOAR’s

Executive Director, Carole Johnson and their Director of Counseling Services, Jill Maier, I registered for the training to become a

Sexual Assault Counselor (SAC). I thought about how it would equip me to be a better advocate for our mission: to eliminate all

forms of sexual violence through specialized treatment services, comprehensive prevention education programs, and advocacy for

the rights of victims of sexual assault. Finally, I wanted to see if we could use the portions of the training in order to prepare new

board members.

I arrived for my first five Friday classes at WOAR’s headquarters with approximately 25 other students. What followed was

an intensive, fast paced introduction into the topics of sexuality, sexual assault, abuse, and rape. The training as well balanced and

geared to adult learners with a mix of activities, lecture, and practice. Our practice was centered around handling a crisis call and

how to ensure the caller that he or she is in a safe environment. We visited the Philadelphia Sexual Assault Response Center

where we learned the medical aspects of an assault. We learned to suspend judgment and focus on the victim or survivor. The

diversity of my fellow classmates was very helpful in exploring topics and experiencing and sharing different viewpoints.

By the end of the training, I was anxious about the double staffing assignments. I experienced my first double staffing call two

weeks ago and I appreciated the skill and professionalism Josephine Kabambi, WOAR’s Crisis Advocate, showed as she handled

calls. I believe a modified version of the training is absolutely necessary for the Board and I fully intend to adopt it for their

education. Personally, I have found this training to be a very valuable experience and I know it has made me a more credible

spokesperson for WOAR. I would recommend that anyone interested in WOAR’s mission undergo the SAC training. Volunteers

are always needed!

About WOAR’s Sexual Assault Counselor Training

By: Frank Perras, WOAR Board Member

WOAR’s Social Networks

Follow Us & Stay Updated!

@WOARphilaWOARinc

www.woar.org
Check our website for news, events, and updated

information and consider making an online donation

in support of WOAR’s programs and services.

Our Website

Remember WOAR when planning your Estate.
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Volunteers & Interns
Name: Lauren Ward

I’ve been volunteering for: 3.5 years

Outside volunteering: Going to grad school at Temple, watching Project Runway, taking dance

lessons with my fiancé, and playing with my lovable pup, Lucy

What I love most about volunteering: Being a resource for survivors and supporting them

through a difficult time.

How volunteering impacted my life: It has made me feel more empowered and has helped me

to become a better listener.

Name: Robin Strough

I’ve Been Volunteering For: 2+ Years

What I love most about volunteering: I love to work events and be able to get out into the public

to educate.

How volunteering impacted my life: Volunteering has greatly impacted my life. I’ve spent my whole

career in law and always knew that I wanted to do something in my life that would make a difference in

the lives of others. I’ve always wanted to be loud and take a stand. WOAR has given me my voice and

the courage to be heard.

Name: Caroline Watson, Intern 2012

School & Program: Temple University/Counseling Psychology MA Program

What I love most about interning: My favorite part of interning at WOAR so far has been seeing

how everything I've been learning in school can actually be applied in work with clients. I really

appreciate how different WOAR counselors have unique skills and opinions and everyone works

together to come up with new and innovative ideas.

How interning impacted my life: Interning at WOAR has given me a new perspective on

counseling, and particularly on trauma work. My time here is absolutely helping to shape my career

interests as well as personal and professional goals.

Name: Melina Papanikolaou, Intern 2012

School/Program: Temple University/Psychology, minors in Women’s Studies and LGBT Studies

Best Thing About Interning: The WOAR Staff creates a safe and welcoming environment for

everyone.

How Interning Impacted My Life: Interning has made me better aware of my social

surroundings and has taught me about healing and the truly moving results of treatment.

Interesting Fact About Me: My parents and younger brother live in a small village in Northern

Greece.

Newsletter Layout by: Joyce Rasing, WOAR Volunteer



WOAR Board 2012-2013

OFFICERS
President: Maria Pajil Battle, President

AmeriHealth Mercy Foundation

Vice Frank Perras, Principal
President: Perras Consulting

Treasurer: Adesanya F. Karade, Asst. Budget Director
Resources for Human Development

Secretary: Scott Johnston
Director, Behavioral Clinical Services
Horizon House

Fundraising Maria Pajil Battle
Co-Chairs: Peggy Andrews, Esquire

Ex-Officio: Carole J. Johnson, Executive Director
Women Organized Against Rape

MEMBERS-AT-LARGE
Cliff Akiyama, MA
UPENN School of Medicine

Peter Cronholm, MD
MSCE: UPHS-UPENN

Myra J. Maxwell, Director-Victim Services
Anti-Violence Partnership

Clara Rivas, General Manager
Telemundo

Juanita Solomon, MS, Accountant
Mathematics/Civic & Science Charter School

WOAR Staff

Lorenza Bucco, Administrative Assistant
Desiree Coleman, Court Advocate
Grace Donatucci, Development Director
Silvie Drouillard, Community Education Specialist
Estelle Faust, Office Manager
Carole Johnson, Executive Director
Josephine Kabambi, Crisis Advocate
Lois Keller, Senior Counselor
Mysi Kesselman, Counselor
D’Angelo Lewis-Harris, Community Education Specialist
Jill Maier, Director of Counseling Services
Amanda Peguero-Marquez, Counselor
Cristina Perez, Director of Community Outreach
Mirta Perez-Betancourt, Counselor
Rachel Shor, Counselor Advocate
David Swan, Chief Financial Officer
Nichet Sykes, Education Services Coordinator
Teresa White-Walston, Director of Education Services

Contact Information

Women Organized Against Rape
One Penn Center at Suburban Station

1617 John F. Kennedy Boulevard—Suite 1100
Suburban Station—Suite 1100

Philadelphia, PA 19103

Office Phone: (215) 985-3315
Hotline Number: (215) 985-3333

Fax: (215) 985-9111
TTY: (215) 564-1413

SPEAK UP! SPEAK OUT! SPEAK UP! SPEAK OUT! SPEAK UP! SPEAK OUT!
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Staff and Board

Women Organized Against Rape

40th Anniversary Kick-Off Open House

Date: Thursday, November 29, 2012 at 5:00PM-7:00PM

Location: One Penn Center at Suburban Station,

1617 John F. Kennedy Boulevard, Suite 1100, Philadelphia, PA 19103

RSVP By: Friday, November 19, 2012. Email grace@woar.org or Call Grace at (215) 985-3315 ext. 172

Join WOAR alum, leadership circle, board, staff, friends, and colleagues in celebrating

WOAR’s 40-years of service to the Philadelphia community and victims of sexual violence.


